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**SIBAT - ISRAEL MINISTRY OF DEFENSE**

Sibat is the International Defense Cooperation directorate of the Israel Ministry of Defense.

Working with partners all over the world, SIBAT serves as a gateway to Israel's vast defense ecosystem. As a government directorate, SIBAT fulfills a leading role in the Israeli Defense Ecosystem, maintaining a close, ongoing relationship with Israel's defense industries, the IDF and other Israeli defense authorities. This unique position enables SIBAT to remain informed in a fast-paced and dynamic defense field, to promote international defense cooperation and to provide global partners with tailored defense solutions.

www.Sibat.mod.gov.il  eitan_levi@mod.gov.il  +972-3-6977922
kobi_taibel@mod.gov.il  +972-3-6977968

**COPTERPIX LTD.**

CopterPIX Drones are tailor-made per the customer's specifications-deliver at least 30% more flight time/payload than ANY commercial drone worldwide.

CopterPIX chosen by defense forces as the standard tactical/multi-purpose drone supplier:

1. Hybrid drones - 7 hours/200Km missions.
2. Inspection/multipurpose drones up to 25Kg
3. Micro drones (150-300 grams)
4. CPX opened-framework converting ANY device into custom-made flying device.

www.copterpix.pro  igal.y@copterpix.pro  +972-54-4646758
CTI-INTL SOLUTIONS LTD.

CTI well known for its state-of-the-art, cost-effective, reliable Commercial-Off-the-shelf (COTS) - based rugged computing solutions, which are modified-to-requirement to the tactical military arena, replacing the current design-to-spec “boutique” military solutions. CTI’s portfolio of solutions includes ruggedized computers, mission computers based on Nvidia Xavier NX / Orin, tablets, and wearable computers. CTI also offers 360 degrees in situational awareness solutions.

www.cti-intl.co.il    ilan@cti-intl.com    +972-52-9271974

ELBIT SYSTEMS LTD.

Elbit Systems is engaged in a range of defense, homeland security and commercial programs throughout the world. The Company operates in the areas of aerospace, land and naval systems, C4ISR, unmanned systems, electro-optics, space systems, EW, cyber and munitions, upgrading of existing platforms, a range of support services, including T&S.

https://elbitsystems.com    Moshe.Or@elbitsystems.com    +972-54-9995294
GATE TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

GATE Technologies is an innovative electronic safe & arm device (ESAD) company. For over 25 years, GATE has been providing unique solutions to a vast range of needs, from innovative infantry-operated ESADs to cutting-edge low-volume missile & loitering ammunition ESADs. Among other solutions, GATE offers its international customers outstanding in-house customizing capabilities.

www.gatetech.co.il  |  info@gate-dev.com  |  +972-544467015

IAI-ISRAEL AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES LTD.

A leader in defense, aerospace, and commercial markets, IAI leverages state-of-the-art technology and decades of combat-proven experience delivering solutions to your national defense and security challenges. Delivering large turnkey projects, IAI acts as a prime contractor, subcontractor, and team members in dozens of large programs for the aerospace, land, sea, and cyber domains and multi-domain applications. IAI is a fully government owned company.

www.iai.co.il  |  Etwik@iai.co.il  |  +972-54-4411971
MAGAM SAFETY LTD.

Magam Safety specializes in the following areas:
- Rubber & Self-Sealing Fuel Tanks
- Inflatable Products
- Warrior Gear and Supporting Equipment

With more than 50 years of experience, among our various products, one will find the following:
- Flexible fuel tanks
- Self-sealing fuel tanks
- Life rafts, life vests and rubber inflatable boats
- Inflatable decoys
- Parachutes
- Pilot’s anti-G suits

www.magam-safety.com | info@magam-safety.com | +972-73-2665800
| +972-4-6412118

MAGNA BSP LTD.

A.I. video analytic software for Military Surveillance.
Patent technology, High reliability in real time and Adaptation to customer requirements.
Founded in 2001, Worldwide Installation at:
- Border protection, border crossings and entry routes
- Critical Infrastructure protection, strategic sites, airports, seaports
- Drones and UAV detection
- Swimmers detection

www.magnabsp.com | gideon@magnabsp.com | +972-52-7323543
OPHIR OPTRONICS SOLUTIONS LTD.

Ophir Optronics Solutions, IR Optics group is a leading provider of high-performance IR optical elements and assemblies for advanced thermal imaging defense applications offering over 45 years of experience designing and manufacturing in the most advanced Electro-Optics programs, developed by world leading defense OEMs.

WWW.OPHIROPT.COM  Omer.Frank@mksinst.com  +972-52-386-739

ORBIR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS.

A leading global provider of airborne communications and satellite-tracking maritime and ground-station solutions, helping to expand and redefine how we connect. Orbit's systems are deployed on airliners and jet fighters, navy vessels and cruise ships, ground stations and offshore platforms. Delivering innovative, cost-effective, and highly reliable solutions to major navies, air forces and space agencies.

https://orbit-cs.com/  ran.weinstein@orbit-cs.com  +972-9-892-3403  +972-52-3980044
RAFAEL ADVANCED DEFENSE SYSTEMS LTD.

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. is synonymous with Dynamic Defense, Daring Innovation, and Technological Ingenuity. For over 70 years, the Company has pioneered advances in defense, cyber and security solutions for air, land, sea, and space. Our innovations are based on extensive operational experience and understanding of evolving combat requirements. They enable the rapid development of effective solutions for complex battlespace challenges. Always ahead - we ensure an ongoing advantage for our worldwide client base. We are dedicated to continuously enhancing our customer service, as well as expanding our global industrial cooperation programs.

www.rafael.com  udico@rafael.co.il  +972-52-3793178

RT LTA SYSTEMS LTD.

A specialist in aerostat technologies RT is a world class designer, developer and manufacturer of SKYSTARTM aerostats, a family of combat proven, compact and highly mobile, rapidly deployed, easy to use, cost effective systems. SKYSTARTM systems are operationally deployed worldwide, supporting military and security users performing ISR, law enforcement and emergency response missions.

www.rt.co.il  taly@rt.co.il  +972-52-8508850
**STEADICOPTER LTD.**

A revolutionary player in the Rotary Unmanned Aerial Systems industry, specializing in the design, development and production of rotary tactical UAS. Delivering exceptional, unprecedented, proven solutions for military, HLS and civilian applications. Steadicopter provides full-featured solutions for any in-field requirements, enabling vertical take-off and landing, steady hovering and leading mission sensor suites for day and night.

https://steadicopter.com  
noaml@steadicopter.com  
+972-52-5017760  
+972-4-9592959

**TOMER – A GOVERNMENT OWENED COMPANY LTD.**

Tomer, a government-owned defense company Ltd., is positioned at the forefront of rocket propulsion technology development and manufacturing.

Providing a national knowledge center for the State of Israel, Tomer develops and manufactures rocket systems used in air, land, and naval weapon systems used by Israel’s Ministry of Defense (MOD), Israel Defense Forces (IDF), and foreign armed forces.

https://www.tomer-rs.co.il/  
dotang@tomer-rs.co.il  
+972-50-6291198
TREKACE TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

TREKACE creates hyper-capable warriors by ultimate situational awareness at contested environments. It harnesses advanced technologies of all and wearable robotics for the creation of hyper-capable warriors. TREKACE’S TECHNOLOGIES is the technology of choice of international TIER-1 armed forces future soldier programs.

https://www.trekace.com/  |  ronen@trekace.com  |  +972-52-543-2800